Virtual Compton scattering on the proton has been investigated at three yet unexplored values of the four-momentum transfer Q 2 : 0.10, 0.20 and 0.45 GeV 2 , at the Mainz Microtron. Fits performed using either the low-energy theorem or dispersion relations allowed the extraction of the structure functions PLL − PT T /ǫ and PLT , as well as the electric and magnetic generalized polarizabilities αE1(Q 2 ) and βM1(Q 2 ). These new results show a smooth and rapid fall-off of αE1(Q 2 ), in contrast to previous measurements at Q 2 = 0.33 GeV 2 , and provide for the first time a precise mapping of βM1(Q 2 ) in the low-Q 2 region.
Virtual Compton scattering on the proton has been investigated at three yet unexplored values of the four-momentum transfer Q 2 : 0.10, 0.20 and 0.45 GeV 2 , at the Mainz Microtron. Fits performed using either the low-energy theorem or dispersion relations allowed the extraction of the structure functions PLL − PT T /ǫ and PLT , as well as the electric and magnetic generalized polarizabilities αE1(Q 2 ) and βM1(Q 2 ). These new results show a smooth and rapid fall-off of αE1(Q 2 ), in contrast to previous measurements at Q 2 = 0.33 GeV 2 , and provide for the first time a precise mapping of βM1(Q 2 ) in the low-Q 2 region. The Compton scattering process gives access to one of the fundamental characteristics of the nucleon: its polarizabilities, i.e., the way the particle deforms under the influence of a quasi-static external electric or magnetic field. Real Compton scattering (RCS) on the proton, γp → γp, has provided essential knowledge on the electric and magnetic polarizabilities α E1 and β M1 . Virtual Compton scattering (VCS) has been shown to give access to new observables called generalized polarizabilities (GPs) [1] . The GPs generalize the polarizabilities of RCS to non-zero Q 2 , and as such they yield the spatial distribution of polarizability via a Fourier transform [2] . The formalism of VCS for the nucleon case was first worked out in Ref. [3] . The nucleon polarizability phenomenon possesses several unique facets of interest, among which are a high sensitivity to the mesonic cloud and the interplay between dia-and paramagnetism.
VCS on the proton, γ * p → γp, has been investigated at different laboratories (MAMI [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , MIT-Bates [9, 10] , JLab [11, 12] ) and photon virtualities Q 2 between 0.06 GeV 2 and 1.76 GeV 2 . A picture of the Q 2 -dependence of the scalar GPs of the proton, i.e., the electric and magnetic GPs α E1 (Q 2 ) and β M1 (Q 2 ), has slowly emerged from the measurements. However, due to the scarcity of the data and the difficulty of these experiments, our knowledge of the GPs is far from being complete or satisfactory. The main motivation of the present experiment was to provide new and precise data in order to build a more consistent picture of the electric and magnetic GPs of the proton.
VCS is measured through the ep → epγ reaction, for small values of the final real photon energy, q ′ cm , in the center of mass (c.m.) of the virtual photon and initial proton (q ′ cm ∼ 100 MeV/c). In this regime the cross section can be decomposed into the coherent sum of the Bethe-Heitler, the Born and the non-Born processes, the latter being parametrized by the GPs. The formalism of Ref. [3] paved the way to extract the GPs via a low-energy theorem, or low-energy expansion (LEX). A few years later, the dispersion relation (DR) model has been developed for VCS [13] [14] [15] and allowed for another method of experimental investigation of the GPs.
THE EXPERIMENT
In the experiment we have used the MAMI accelerator beam, the 5 cm long liquid hydrogen target and the two high-resolution magnetic spectrometers A and B of the A1 setup [16] , to detect in coincidence the scattered electrons and recoil protons. Data were taken at three values of Q 2 : 0.10, 0.20 and 0.45 GeV 2 [17] [18] [19] , essentially below the pion production threshold (q ical settings: an in-plane setting with mixed sensitivity to α E1 (Q 2 ) and β M1 (Q 2 ), an out-of-plane setting with enhanced sensitivity to α E1 (Q 2 ), and a low-q ′ cm setting insensitive to GPs but useful for normalization purposes. Table I gives a brief overview of the kinematics. By exploiting the out-of-plane capability of spectrometer B a large domain was covered in θ cm and ϕ, i.e., the polar and azimuthal angles of the real photon with respect to the virtual photon in the c.m. This ensured a large lever arm in the physics fits. The kinematics were also chosen to maximize the virtual photon polarization parameter ǫ (cf. Table II) .
The experiment was performed in several phases between 2011 and 2015. The unpolarized electron beam with beam current in the range 5-15 µA was sent to the target with a raster pattern. The continuous monitoring of the target pressure and temperature ensured a stable liquid hydrogen density. The experimental luminosity was determined precisely using beam current measurement by a fluxgate magnetometer. The event rate was corrected for acquisition deadtime and a small scintillator inefficiency. The efficiency of the vertical drift chambers was considered to be 100%.
An important step of the analysis is the calibration of experimental parameters. Spectrometer optics needed specific studies for settings where the magnets were in the saturation region, in order to achieve an optimal particle reconstruction at the vertex. Then the missing mass squared in p(e, e ′ p)X was used as the main tool to optimize the various offsets in momenta and angles, and also the thickness of the cryogenic deposit on the target walls. After a careful calibration we estimate that the accuracy reached on these items guarantees the control of the solid angle to about ± 1%.
To extract a clean signal, a few main cuts were applied to the data. Firstly, true coincidences were selected by a cut around the narrow coincidence time peak with FWHM in the range 0.8-1.7 ns. Random coincidences were subtracted using side bands of the coincidence time spectrum. Secondly, a cut was applied in the longitudinal vertex coordinate in order to eliminate events coming from the target walls. This reduced the useful target cell length to about 3 cm. Thirdly, the exclusive reaction ep → epγ was identified by the missing mass technique. Events were selected in a window of [−6σ, +7σ] around the center of the photon peak in the missing mass squared spectrum, where σ is the r.m.s. of the peak (σ = 150 to 550 MeV 2 depending on kinematics). At this level the event sample was very clean and no particle-identification cuts were necessary.
A Monte-Carlo simulation of the experiment including all resolution effects and radiative corrections was used to determine the five-fold solid angle [20] . After having applied the analysis cuts to the simulated events, one obtained the absolute cross section
, denoted by σ exp in the following. For each of the three Q 2 , cross sections were determined at fixed virtual photon c.m. momentum q cm and fixed ǫ (cf. Table II ) and variable (q ′ cm , cos θ cm , ϕ). Due to the rapidly varying effect of the GPs in this threedimensional phase space, a small bin size was chosen: 25 MeV/c in q ′ cm , 0.05 in cos θ cm and 10
• in ϕ. This resulted in many cross-section points, up to 10 3 per Q 2 (cf. the n.d.f. column in Table II) .
Cross sections obtained for q ′ cm ≤ 50 MeV/c are used to test the normalization of the experiment. Indeed, at these very low photon energies the cross section is almost entirely given by the Bethe-Heitler+Born (BH+B) process, plus a very small GP effect (≤1%). In these conditions, the comparison of the calculated cross section to the measured one provides unambiguously the renormalization factor to apply to σ exp . These factors are found to be close to 1 within ± [1-2]%. For this test, as well as for the extraction of VCS observables, a choice of proton form factors is needed, namely to compute the BH+B cross section, σ BH+B . In the following, we use the parametrization of G p E and G p M of Ref. [21] . It should be noted that the VCS physics results become practically independent of the choice of proton form factors, when the analysis is done consistently with the same form factor choice from the renormalization step to the physics fits; see for instance Refs. [17] [18] [19] .
LEX AND DR FITS
We first recall the q ′ cm -expansion of the (ep → epγ) cross section according to the LEX:
where σ BH+B contains no polarizability effect and represents typically 90% or more of the cross section below the pion production threshold. Here Φq ′ cm , V 1 , V 2 are known kinematical factors, and the VCS response functions are the structure functions P LL ∝ α E1 (Q 2 ), P LT ∝ β M1 (Q 2 ) + spin GPs, and P T T ∝ spin GPs (see [22] for details). This formula provides the analytical expression of the first-order polarizability term (Ψ 0 ) but does not give 
one is the total systematic error, whose sign indicates the correlation to the (±) sign of the overall normalization change (see text). For each Q 2 and each type of fit (LEX or DR) the first line is obtained with K = 0.025 (see text) and the second line, containing numbers in parentheses, is obtained without bin exclusion. In the LEX part of the table, the GPs are obtained only indirectly, by subtracting from the structure functions the spin-GP contribution calculated by the DR model. cm ) term. However, in some cases, this truncation is not reliable enough. In the MIT-Bates experiment [10] , the LEX analysis of the in-plane data for P LT was found to be unreliable due to the smallness of the Ψ 0 term with respect to the O(q ′2 cm ) term.
In our experiment, angular regions in (cos θ cm , ϕ) were selected to avoid such a potential difficulty. To this aim, we used the DR model. Indeed, a unique advantage of the DR framework is to include all orders in q ′ cm . Therefore, subtracting from the DR cross section, σ DR , the (truncated) LEX cross section, σ LEX , is a way to isolate the O(q ′2 cm ) term of the LEX. More precisely, at any phasespace point and for a given set of input GPs, one can calculate the quantity O(q ′2 cm ) DR = (σ DR −σ LEX )/σ BH+B which provides a valuable estimator of the importance of the O(q ′2 cm ) term. We studied the behavior of the LEX fit when including bins with increasing values of O(q ′2 cm ) DR . This is realized by setting a cut |O(q ′2 cm ) DR | ≤ K, where K acts as a threshold for bin exclusion, or "bin masking". For a very tight cut, K = 0.005, few bins are retained in the fit. For a very loose cut, e.g., K = 0.15 at Q 2 = 0.20 GeV 2 , no bins are excluded. Details of this study will be presented elsewhere. We found that K = 0.025 is optimal for a LEX fit with bin masking in our kinematics. In practice, the computation of O(q ′2 cm ) DR depends on input values for the structure functions, therefore the whole procedure (bin masking + LEX fit) needs a few iterations.
The results of the LEX fit with and without bin exclusion are presented in the upper half of Table II . The difference between these two types of LEX fits increases when Q 2 decreases. The largest difference is observed at Q 2 = 0.10 GeV 2 for P LL − P T T /ǫ (33 and 23 GeV −2 ) and α E1 (Q 2 ) (6 and 4 ×10 −4 fm 3 ). As an outcome of this study, we consider the LEX results with bin masking as the most reliable ones.
The DR fit consists in comparing the measured cross section to the one calculated by the model for all possible values of its free parameters, which are an unconstrained part of the two scalar GPs. By minimizing a χ 2 one then finds α E1 (Q 2 ) and β M1 (Q 2 ), as well as the structure functions P LL − P T T /ǫ and P LT . In principle, the bin masking described above is not necessary for the DR fit. We nevertheless performed the study, and the results are presented in the lower half of Table II . In some cases, a good stability between the results with and without bin exclusion is acquired for the DR fit compared to the LEX fit, namely for P LL − P T T /ǫ and α E1 (Q 2 ) at Q 2 = 0.10 GeV 2 . This confirms that the DR calculation gives a good account of the (ep → epγ) cross section over a wide phase space and deals well with its q ′ cm -dependence. Statistical errors on the physics observables are provided for each fit by the size of the contour at χ 2 min + 1. For the systematic error, part of it disappears when us-ing the normalization based on the low-q ′ cm data. This is the case for errors common to all settings, related for instance to luminosity determination or radiative corrections. The final systematic error on the physics observables is estimated by changing the overall normalization of the measured cross section by ±1.5%. It is a quick and efficient way to include all remaining systematic errors, such as uncertainties in the solid angle or in the experimental calibration, limits of the low-q ′ cm normalization procedure, etc., as shown in Ref. [18] . Exceptionally, when this method does not work, the systematic error is taken from the spread observed between different independent analyses; this is the case for P LT and β M1 (Q 2 ) at Q 2 = 0.45 GeV 2 . Figure 1 displays the results of the experiment for the GPs together with the existing data. The new measurements show two clear features: the fall-off with Q 2 is both smooth and rapid. Our points connect smoothly to existing data, except to the (two independent) former measurements at Q 2 = 0.33 GeV 2 [4, 6] which lie above the general trend. Somewhat in the spirit of our bin masking, which constrains the cross section to follow a well-defined q ′ cm -behavior, several fits were performed by the authors of the first VCS experiment [4] on their data at Q 2 = 0.33 GeV 2 , assuming different q ′ cm -evolutions of the cross section [23] . All the fits of [23] , including the DR one, lead to an enhanced value for P LL − P T T /ǫ [and hence α E1 (Q 2 )], thus leaving the discrepancy unexplained for the electric GP. At the same time, the DR fit of [23] brings P LT [and hence β M1 (Q 2 )] closer to zero by one standard deviation, making the magnetic GP agree with the general trend (this point is not shown in the figure). Our data point for the electric GP at Q 2 = 0.20 GeV 2 agrees with the recent measurement of Ref. [8] at the same Q 2 , within experimental uncertainties. Taken together, these two new sets of data do not suggest any large enhancement of α E1 (Q 2 ), but leave room for a milder one. A forthcoming VCS experiment at JLab [24] will provide more data at Q 2 = 0.33 GeV 2 and will shed light on this anomaly. Our measurements indicate a rapid decrease of the GPs with four-momentum transfer, with values at Q 2 = 0.45 GeV 2 being as small as the JLab ones at Q 2 = 0.92 GeV 2 [12] . Our data at the smallest Q 2 connect nicely to the MITBates VCS and the RCS points, in particular confirming the large mean square polarizability radius of α E1 of ≈ 2 fm 2 [9] which evinces mesonic cloud effects. The present experiment also provides the first precise measurement of the magnetic GP at low Q 2 (0.10 GeV 2 ), imposing a strong constraint on the possible extremum of β M1 (Q 2 ) and on the understanding of its competing dia-and paramagnetic components. However, the precise value of β M1 (Q 2 = 0) is still under debate (see, e.g., Ref. [25] ) and no meaningful mean square polarizability radius of β M1 can be quoted yet. The DR curve in Fig. 1 accomodates well the experimental data for α E1 (Q 2 ), which behave almost like a pure dipole. The baryon chiral pertur- [4, 6] and JLab [12] . Open and filled circles correspond to DR analyses; open and filled squares correspond to LEX analyses. The triangle point in αE1(Q 2 ) is from the recent experiment of Ref. [8] and the RCS point (⋄) is from Ref. [27] . The dashed curve is obtained using the DR model [15] with dipole mass parameters Λα = Λ β = 0.7 GeV. The dotted curve with its error band (shaded area) is from covariant BχPT [26] . Some data points are slightly shifted in abscissa for visibility. The inner and outer error bars are statistical and total, respectively.
bation theory (BχPT) calculation [26] accomodates well β M1 (Q 2 ), although the theoretical uncertainty is large. As a final remark, measuring nucleon GPs is a challenging task due to the smallness of the polarizability effect. In our data sample the GP effect reaches at most 15% of the (ep → epγ) cross section at Q 2 = 0.10 and 0.20 GeV 2 , and only 5% at Q 2 = 0.45 GeV 2 due to a lower ǫ.
In summary, a high-statistics VCS experiment performed at MAMI has yielded precise measurements of the proton electric and magnetic GPs at three yet unexplored values of Q 2 . Absolute (ep → epγ) cross sections have been measured below the pion production threshold over a wide range in phase space. The reliability of the LEX fit was improved by a novel treatment of the higher-order terms of the expansion. The dispersion relation model has proven once again its appropriateness for analyzing VCS at low energy. These new data indicate a smooth Q 2 -behavior of the GPs, in contrast to some of the previous measurements. They help building a coherent picture of the GPs and will strongly constrain future model calculations of nucleon GPs.
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